In this paper, we investigate the effects of post-selection feedback for acquiring ultra-small (2-4mm) targets on touchscreens. Post-selection feedback shows the contact point on touchscreen after a user lifts his/her fingers to increase users' awareness of touching. Three experiments are conducted progressively using a single crosshair target, two reciprocally acquired targets and 2D random targets. Results show that in average post-selection feedback can reduce touch error rates by 78.4%, with a compromise of target acquisition time no more than 10%. In addition, we investigate participants' adjustment behavior based on correlation between successive trials. We conclude that the benefit of post-selection feedback is the outcome of both improved understanding about finger/point mapping and the dynamic adjustment of finger movement enabled by the visualization of the touch point.
INTRODUCTION
Past research has investigated the impact of "fat finger" problem for acquiring small targets on touchscreens. A "fat finger" not only occludes targets but also imposes great touch ambiguity due to the round shape and softness of the fingertip [1] . The "fat finger" problem, associated with other factors such as target size [5] , touch posture [3] , visual angle [22] and etc., together complicate users' mental model of the relationship between finger positioning and anticipated touch contact point (for short, finger/point mapping model). Such complexity even makes it difficult for users to learn by practicing. Therefore, acquiring small targets with touch is imprecise. Empirical studies showed that touch accuracy (hit ratio) dropped below 40% when target size was 2.4mm [5] .
Various techniques have been proposed to improve touch accuracy, e.g. by decoupling motor and visual space [1, 19, 26] ), or enlarging targets to comfortable size via multi-step interactions [21] . Although effective, these techniques sacrifice the simplicity and intuitiveness of direct touch, and largely reduce efficiency. For example, small-screen software keyboards based on such techniques [15, 16] achieved only 25% of the input speed of direct input techniques [3, 25] .
Post-selection feedback [28] serves as an orthogonal approach that augments human's basic touch ability without sacrificing the directness of touch input. It provides feedback informing the result of the touch operation, with which users can calibrate their finger/point mapping model. As shown in Fig. 1 , post-selection feedback renders X/Y coordination position of the actual contact point after a user lift up his/her finger. Typically, if a touch misses the target, the user will adjust his/her touch posture to perform better in next selection. Thus, the purpose of post-selection feedback is not to facilitate the current selection but to improve future selections. This technique can be easily implemented as system-level feature without modifying individual application. In this paper, we investigate the effect of post-selection feedback for acquiring ultra-small targets sized from 2 to 4 mm. We choose this range of target size for two reasons.
First, the small screen size of wearable devices (e.g. smart watches and wristbands) definitely limits the size of targets. For example, key size of a presumable QWERTY keyboard on a 42mm Apple's Watch will be only around 2.2mm. Meanwhile, on touchscreens that have an even larger size (e.g. smart phones), there also exist ultra-small targets (e.g. the height of some URLs in mobile web browser is only 2mm). Therefore, extending the limit of target size that users can touch with reasonable accuracy should be of great practical interest. Second, the "fat finger" problem should be more severe for acquiring smaller targets. Hence, we assume post-selection feedback should have a more significant effect for ultra-small targets, which has not been investigated by previous research. Finally, we hope to gain deeper insights about human's touch ability by researching such small targets [13, 14] .
To provide a comprehensive understanding, we progressively carry out three lab experiments. The first experiment requires participants to target a crosshair. We use this simple task to research users' basic touch ability. The second experiment requires participants to acquire two horizontally aligned targets back and forth. We examine how movement amplitude and target size affect the performance of post-selection feedback. The third uses a more realistic task; it requires participants to touch 2D targets randomly positioned on a smart watch under both sitting and standing conditions.
Based on the experimental data, we conduct two types of analysis. The first, as prior research did [5, 8] , focuses on speed and accuracy of target selection as well as the spatial distribution of touch endpoints. Results show that with an acceptable compromise of acquisition time less than 10%, post-selection feedback offers a substantial improvement on touch accuracy. Specifically, the average touch accuracy is 90.4% with post-selection feedback, and 53.8% for the nofeedback condition. In the meantime, post-selection feedback can almost remove the systematic offset and significantly reduce variance of touch endpoints by 32% at least.
The second analysis provides insights into users' touch behavior by examining the statistical relationship between immediately successive touch endpoints. The aim is to conceptualize the role of post-selection feedback in affecting users' touch behavior, or users' finger/point mapping model. Interesting results are found: with postselection feedback, no correlation (R 2 <0.01) is observed between successive touches; however, in no-feedback condition, a significant correlation (R 2 as high as 0.61) is found. To complete the understanding, we further develop a feedback adjustment model, based on which we examine how touch adjustment is performed in different feedback conditions. Our conclusion is that without feedback, users' finger/point mapping model is ambiguous: the systematic offset is unstable and dynamically drifted. In contrast, postselection feedback can effectively eliminate such ambiguity. As a result, touch accuracy can be improved.
RELATED WORK

Human ability for acquiring small targets
Selecting small targets on touch screen is difficult and inaccurate due to the "fat finger" problem. According to empirical studies, error rates of finger touch input were 5% for 10.5~11.5mm targets [26, 27] , 12%~27% for 5mm targets and 66% for 2.4mm targets [5, 8] .
It is widely assumed that the distribution of touch endpoints regarding a specific target is normal [5] , which can be described by the mean value and deviation of the distribution. The mean coordination of endpoints is regarded as the systematic bias (offset) of users' finger/point mapping model. Researchers found that the systematic offset was linked to a number of factors. Azenkot and Zhai [3] reported different hand postures presented distinct endpoint distribution patterns for text entry on mobile phones. Holz and Baudisch [13] used crosshair targets to examine users' basic mental model of finger/point mapping. Results showed the systematic offset was highly dependent on angles of pitch and yaw, and individual users. In their later work [14] , they developed a mental model stating that users aligned targets with visual features at the horizontal center of their finger outline and the vertical center of fingernail. Henze et al. [10] showed that the systematic offsets were location-dependent on touch screen.
Techniques for selecting small targets
There are various on-screen techniques improving accuracy of touching small targets. The Offset Cursor [19] positions a software pointer slightly above the finger's contact point to indicate selection position. It uses Take-off strategy to allow users to drag the pointer into the target. Shift [26] creates a callout showing a copy of the occluded screen area and places it in a non-occluded location. TapTap [21] uses two taps to indicate a selection on touch screen devices. The first tap allows an area of interest on the screen to be magnified, and the second tap select the desired target at comfortable size. ZoomBoard [16] enables users to interactively zoom the keyboard to comfortable size. CrossLever [1] and LinearDragger [2] allow users to define a region for interaction, and then perform indirect controlling by touching surrounding areas.
Off-screen techniques resolve finger occlusion by enabling users to input above, surrounding, and even behind the touchscreen surface. To enable above surface interaction, Harrison and Hudson [9] used magnetic sensors to sense finger movement. High-accurate target selection can be achieved by controlling the control/display ratio. Hover Cursor [17] takes advantage of capacity sensor of touchscreen to sense the hovering finger. A cursor can be displayed without the user touching the screen. SideSight [7] uses proximity sensors to detect users' finger input on the side of devices. Baudisch and Chu [4] explored the back-of-device interaction on small devices by attaching a capacitive touchpad to the backside of the small device.
Users interact on the backside to avoid finger occlusion. A virtual pointer representing finger position is rendered on the front screen with 1:1 mapping. User studies showed that error rates could be reduced to 5% for 1.4mm targets, and 11% for 0.6mm targets. Su et al. [23] augmented fingernail with mounted display to enable always-available visual feedback. When interacting with another touch device, the fingernail screen displays image of device interface beneath the fingertip as well as software pointer to indicate the touch location.
Multimodal Feedback
Multimodal feedbacks (e.g. audio [11] and tactile [20] ) can also be leveraged to improve touch accuracy. Hoggan et al. [12] defined a set of tactile signals to represent software keyboard events (e.g. fingertip-over, finger-click and fingertip-slip). Experimental results showed tactile feedback could significantly improve text entry accuracy in both static and mobile environments. Brewster et al. [6] designed different tactile signals to represent correct selection, a finger slip, and double tap errors. Experimental results showed that both accuracy and input speed of text entry could be improved, and that users were more satisfied with the presence of tactile feedbacks.
Post-selection Feedback
To our knowledge, two pieces of previous research have involved post-selection feedbacks. Wigdor et al. [28] proposed Ripples as a general visualization technique to provide feedbacks for a variety of touch interactions such as single-finger and multi-finger touching, sliding and dragging. Their investigation shows that ripple-like visual effect is effective, which could substantially reduce selection errors for 20mm targets. Building on Wigdor et al.'s work, we advance the understanding of the effects of post-selection feedback. The differences from Wigdor et al.'s work are 1) we focus on ultra-small target acquisition (e.g., 2 mm to 4mm) on phone/watch-size devices, while Wigdor et al. investigated Ripples as a general visualization technique for tabletop interaction where the targets are usually much bigger (e.g., 20 mm in their study). 2) the three experiments allowed us to carry out in-depth analysis of users' touch behaviors. Based on the analysis, we, for the first time, proposed the feedback adjustment model to describe the pattern of touch point distribution and users' touch behaviors when post-selection feedback is provided.
Henze et al. [10] published a typing game to record how users touch on the standard Android keyboard. Millions of touch data were collected, from thousands of installations with screen size from 3.2 to 4.3 inches. The authors investigated three augmenting techniques (i.e. shifting touch positions, shifting key labels, and showing touch positions using dots), with the third, dot feedback, providing post-selection feedback showing the actual touch contact point. Results showed that the dot feedback could significantly reduce error rate (between 3.8% and 18.3%) no matter used alone or combined with other techniques.
However, it also reduced input speed to 5.2%, and decreased the overall performance (between 0.8% and 3.5%).
We recognize two major limitations of previous research regarding post-selection feedback. First, no research has been conducted to examine its effect for acquiring ultrasmall target sized from 2mm to 4 mm. Although it is no surprising that the effect will remain or even increase for such small targets, it is still necessary to quantify the benefits and give concrete numbers. Second but more important, previous research did not provide detailed analysis about the spatial distribution of endpoints with and without post-selection feedback. Therefore, it was difficult to draw further insights about how post-selection feedback affected users' touch behavior as [3, 13, 14] did. These two limitations together motivate the current research.
EXPERIMENT ONE: CROSSHAIR TARGET
The goal of this experiment was to confirm that participants could take advantage of post-selection feedback to improve touch input accuracy. As the first step, we used a single crosshair target [13, 14] to make the task as simple as possible. We hypothesized post-selection feedback could improve touch precision but slow down input speed.
Participants and apparatus
We recruited 16 participants (9 male, 7 females, all right handed) between the ages of 20 and 29 from Tsinghua University. All of them used a touchscreen phone on a daily basis for more than two years. They completed the experiment with their dominant hands.
The experiment was conducted on Samsung Galaxy S3, with a screen size of 60 × 106 mm and a resolution of 1280 × 720 pixels (12.047 pixels/mm). The experimental software reported touch data including touch-down, lift-up and finger-movement events. According to our own test, the coordinate of touch endpoint was reported as the centroid of finger contact area; there was no system-level offset manipulation.
A crosshair target (r = 30 pixels) was displayed at the center of the screen. For post-selection feedback, once a touch down event was detected, the software triggered a Point effect at the touch endpoint coordination. The initial size of Point circle was 1mm, and gradually contracted to a point in 400ms. We chose the ripple-like post-selection feedback in the study because it is now a widely used technique on touchscreen devices (e.g., Android, and Windows Phone). We used an audio feedback to notify participants that a touch event had been received by the system, regardless of selection results (successes or errors). Participants were required to lift up their finger high enough after each trial to fully see the crosshair and post-selection feedback if presented. Finally, to remove unintentional touch events (such as palm contact or fingertip tremble), touch endpoints that were 4mm away from the target center or less than Interaction with Small Displays #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA 300ms from the last touch event were not responded. The same setting was used in the following two experiments.
Figure 2. The experimental setting
As shown in Fig. 2 , the touch screen device was positioned at a fixed location on the table. To remove uncertainty of parallax effect [22] , we asked participants to keep their head above the center of the screen, and their line of sight perpendicular to the screen during the entire experiment. Participants completed the experimental task using index fingers, with their arms lifted up to approximate a more realistic scenario of using ultra-small devices (e.g. smart watches).
Design and procedure
A within-subject experiment design was used. The single independent factor was Feedback (PS feedback and no-PS).
For each Feedback condition, participants were required to repeatedly acquire the crosshair for 52 times, with the first four taken as practice. The instruction given to participants was to "acquire the crosshair as accurately as possible". We counterbalanced the order of Feedback condition among participants. This design resulted in 48×2×16=1536 total trials for data analysis.
Before the experiment, participants were required to familiarize themselves with the experimental tasks. They tried with both PS feedback and no-PS conditions to figure out the effective strategy to acquire the crosshair target. This warm-up session spanned 5-10 minutes. At the end of each condition, participants took a break for three minutes.
After the experimental tasks, we asked participants to reflect on their strategy for taking advantage of postselection feedback.
Results
For simplicity, we denote x-axis offset (from the target center) as dx, y-axis offset as dy for short in the remainder of this paper.
Target acquisition time
Paired t-test showed a significant effect of Feedback on target acquisition time MT (t(15)=2.12, P<0.05). Acquiring targets with PS feedback was 9.7% slower than no-PS (PS feedback: Mean = 620ms, SD = 139ms; no-PS: Mean = 565ms, SD=111ms;). This result was also consistent with participants' report that it required more mental effort to calibrate touch point when utilizing post-selection feedback. Fig . 3 illustrates the endpoint distribution for both PS feedback and no-PS conditions. As shown, the systematic offset lies beneath and to the right of the target center, which is in agreement with previous observations for righthanded users [3, 10] .
Endpoint distribution
Acquiring targets with PS feedback was significantly much more accurate than with no-PS. Paired t-test showed a significant effect of Feedback on endpoint offset (dx: t(15)= 2.95, P<0.01; dy: t(15)=-6.78, P<0.001). The systematic offsets were x=8.0 and y=-10.8 pixels for no-PS, and x=2.2 and y=-2.6 pixels for PS feedback. This means postselection feedback reduced systematic offsets by 74% in average.
The overall standard deviation of endpoint offset of PS feedback (x=6.0 pixels, SD=2.44 pixels; y=5.2 pixels, SD=2.10) was 38% smaller than that of no-PS (x=10.3 pixels, SD=9.02 pixels; y=8.15 pixels, SD=5.16 pixels). Paired t-test showed Feedback had no significant effect (t(15)=-0.11, P=0.46) on x-axis deviation, but had one (t(15)=-4.17, P<0.001) on y-axis deviation.
Comparing PS feedback and no-PS conditions, we confirmed that individual participants had distinct systematic endpoint offsets [13] , and post-selection feedback could significantly reduce the difference by making the mean endpoint of individual participants much closer to target center.
Effect of presentation order
To examine if there was any asymmetric skill transfer effect, we tested the effect of presentation order on movement time and systematic offsets for both PS feedback and no-PS conditions. Results showed no significant effects. As such, the hypothesis of asymmetrical skill transfer effect was not supported. According to our own Interaction with Small Displays #chi4good, CHI 2016, San Jose, CA, USA observation, touch skill learned with post-selection feedback was rather ephemeral, and had to be reinforced continuously. This again reflected the complexity of finger/point model, which was not easily learnt. However, whether the skill could be transferred to no feedback condition after a long time of practice is still a question that deserves pursuit in the future.
User feedback
All participants reported that post-selection feedback could improve their understanding of the finger/point mapping. Some were surprised to see their systematic offset was that large in no-PS condition. Besides, all participants reported a similar strategy of utilizing post-selection feedback: If an offset occurred, they would perform an adjustment toward opposite direction to compensate the offset.
EXPERIMENT TWO: RECIPROCAL TASK
The goal was to examine how target size and movement distance would affect the performance of post-selection feedback.
Apparatus and Participants
This experiment involved the same participants as Exp. 1. The Samsung Galaxy 3 smartphone of Exp. 1 was also used in this experiment.
Design and Procedure
The independent variables were Feedback (PS feedback and no-PS), Distance (0mm, 12mm, 24mm, 48mm) and Size (2.0mm, 2.6mm, 3.2mm and 3.8mm). This design resulted in 2×4×4=32 Feedback×Distance×Size conditions. For each condition, participants perform 52 touch trials with first four touch endpoints ignored as practice. The final design resulted in 48×2×4×4×16=24576 total trials for analysis.
To counterbalance the order effect of presentation, we first divided participants into two groups, with eight participants performing PS feedback first and the other eight performing no-PS first. We then used two independent Latin squares to counterbalance the order of Distance and Size within each group. The order of presentations was identical in the two groups to ensure fair comparison.
Participants were instructed to perform "as accurately as possible". We explain to participants that the system recorded an error when an endpoint fell outside the visual boundary of the target. Participants had a 15-minutes warmup session to familiarize themselves with the different combinations of Feedback, Distance and Size.
Results
Target acquisition time and error rate
There was a significant effect of Size (F 3,45 =15.62, P<.001) on target selection time. The average selection times were 653ms for PS feedback, and 607ms for no-PS. The average selection times for increasing distances were 563.2ms, 576.6ms, 646.0ms and 736.6ms respectively. The average selection times for increasing sizes were 679.3ms, 631.5ms, 619.5ms and 590.1ms respectively. Fig. 4 shows the regression results of fitting data to "effective width" model of Fitts' Law [29] . . The average error rates were 9.6% for PS feedback, and 44.2% for no-PS. Post hoc analysis showed PS feedback was significantly more accurate than no-PS for all individual conditions. The effect of Size was also significant (F 3,45 =54.58, P<0.001). The average error rates for increasing sizes were 41.4%, 30.9%, 21.8% and 13.5% respectively. That is, increasing size would reduce error rate.
As shown in Fig. 5 , as Distance increases, error rate for no-PS had a decreasing tendency, while error rate for PS feedback had an increasing tendency. 
Endpoint deviation
There was significant effect of Feedback, Distance and Size on x-and y-axis deviations (all P<.05). Post-selection feedback reduced deviation by 32% in average. Increasing target size and increasing distance would both increase endpoint deviations (Fig. 7) . 
User feedback
Among all sixteen participants, twelve preferred PS feedback, three preferred no-PS, and one participant had no specific preference. Three who preferred no-PS comments, "The feedback is distracting, especially when the distance is close". One reported, "I tried to adjust as long as I saw the contact point, which made me feel tired". At last, fifteen participants self-reported that they made an adjustment based on the prior touch trial at the same location; Fourteen participants preferred post-selection feedback for acquiring smaller-sized targets.
EXPERIMENT THREE: 2D RANDOM TARGETS
The goal was to examine the effect of post-selection feedback for acquiring 2D targets that were randomly positioned on a smart watch in sitting and standing scenarios, which mimicked a more realistic setting compared to the previous experiments.
Apparatus and Participants
We recruited 24 participants (16 male and 8 female) aged between 21 and 33 from Tsinghua University. They were all right handed with more than two years' experience on touch screen devices. The experiment system was implemented on a smart watch, Samsung Galaxy Gear SM-V700. 
Design and Procedure
We used a between subject design for this study. The independent factors were Feedback (PS feedback vs. no-PS) Distance (10mm, 15mm, 20mm, 25mm), Size (2.0mm, 2.6mm, 3.2mm and 3.8mm), and Scenario (Sitting and Standing) as shown in Fig. 8 . Two circles were displayed on the watch screen: a reset circle and a target one. The reset circle was always 4 millimeter width. For each trial, the participant first touched the reset circle, and then touched the target circle. Distance was defined as the screen distance between the reset cursor and the target one. Size was defined as the size of the target circle. If the participant missed the target, an audio feedback would be played to notify the error in both PSfeedback and no-PS conditions. The participant repeated the acquisition until succession. After that, a new pair of targets would appear on the screen for the next trial. The system recorded the total time and repetitions of each trial. For each trial, we define the error rate as For PS feedback, the mean error rates were 13% and 17% for sitting and standing respectively. A possible explanation was the supporting arm (the non-dominant hand wearing the watch) was more stable in the sitting posture than in the standing posture. For no-PS, the mean error rates were 25% and 27% for sitting and standing respectively. That is to say, PS feedback improved error rate in both scenarios. From  Fig. 9 , we can see PS feedback yielded lower error rate than no-PS across all conditions, which was consistent with the result of Exp. 2.
Results
Target acquisition time and error rate
System Offset
Significant effects of Feedback (x: F 1,22 =38.12, P<.0001; y: F 1,22 =11.74, P<.005) were found on both the x-and y-axis offsets. Distance has impact on x-axis (F 3,66 =4.72, P<.005). No significant effect of Scenario and Size were found on xand y-axis offset.
Endpoint deviation
There were significant effects of Feedback, Distance and Scenario on x-and y-axis deviations (all P<.05). No significant effect of Size was found. In average, postselection feedback reduced deviation by 33%.
FEEDBACK ADJUSTMENT MODEL
Experimental results have already confirmed the benefit of post-selection feedback for acquiring ultra-small targets. The subjective feedbacks from participants also suggested more intentional adjustment to be made with post-selection feedback. However, our understanding about how postselection feedback affects users' finger/point mapping model is still limited. In this section, we take a further step to examine more detailed and quantitative measures about users' touch behavior with and without post-selection feedback, in order to gain a deeper and concrete understanding. To achieve this, we follow a statistical approach. We first examine the correlation between successive touch endpoints, and then quantify intentional adjustment based on the touch data collected from Exp. 1 and 2. For clarity, we first define a set of notions to formally describe users' touch behavior. As illustrated in Figure 10 , suppose a user is performing a series of target acquisition operations on a touchscreen. We use Endpoint and Endpoint +1 to denote two successive touches with respect to the same target. Then, take x direction for example. We denote the offset of the previous endpoint as dx, and that of the following one as dx +1 . We thus quantify the adjustment as ∆xR as the difference between dx +1 and dx. That is, ∆x= dx +1 −dx. The intuition is that if no adjustment is made, the offset of the following touch should be the same as that of the previous one. Note that in Exp. 2, Endpoint and Endpoint +1 were intercepted by the other target on the opposite side.
Correlation between touch endpoints
Hypothesis 1: post-selection feedback affects the correlation between successive touches.
We compute the correlation between dx +1 and dx. Results confirm Hypothesis 1. We observe no correlation for postselection feedback condition, but significant correlation for no feedback condition. Fig. 11 illustrates the endpoint correlation in Exp. 2. Take x-axis for example. Endpoint correlations are 0.61 (Exp. 1) and 0.31 (Exp. 2) for no-PS, and below 0.01 (Exp.1&2) for PS feedback. This result is against to the common expectation that there should be no correlation if no feedback is present . We discuss this result more in the end of this section. On the other hand, a possible reason for the lower R 2 value observed from Exp. 2 is due to the interception of touch on the opposite target. 
Adjustment behavior analysis
Hypothesis 2: Users make more intentional adjustment with post-selection feedback.
In Figure 11 , if ∆x 1 and dx are of opposite signs, it means the adjustment is made to compensate the offset of the previous touch trial. We note it as a positive adjustment. However, if dxR RandR ∆xR 1 are of the same sign, it means EndpointR +1 is even more distant from target center than Endpoint. We note it a negative adjustment.
For actual task, ∆x 1 is a random variable. It is the combined result of participants' intentional/planned adjustment and uncontrolled movement noise (Mean=0) that links to the randomness of human's cognitive and motor system. Therefore, we can quantify participants' adjustment behavior based on the statistics of ∆x 1 . Specifically, mean of ∆x 1 is the intentional adjustment that has been made; the standard deviation of ∆x 1 is a measure of the amplitude of uncontrolled noise when making the adjustment. Fig. 12 illustrates ∆x 1~d x and ∆y 1~d y for both PS feedback and no-PS of Exp. 1. We define positive adjustment ratio (PAR) as the ratio of data points fallen into the second and forth quadrants, whose ∆ x 1 ( ∆ y 1 ) and dx (dy) are of opposite signs. For PS feedback, positive adjustment ratios are 77% and 71% on the x and y axes respectively. For no-PS, positive adjustment ratios are 56% and 55% on the x and y axes respectively. This means with PS feedback, participants make 33% more positive adjustments than no-PS. Figure 12 . ∆x1~dx and ∆y1~dy for PS feedback and no-PS. Fig. 13 shows positive adjustment ratio across all dx values for both PS feedback and no-PS. We look at PS feedback first (the orange dots and curve). As shown, more positive adjustments can be made as |dx| increased. The positive adjustment ratio achieves 100% when dx is below -7.3 pixels or above 12 pixels. The reason is obvious since the greater the amplitude of the offset of the previous trial, the easier for participants to notice the offset and make a positive adjustment in the subsequent trial. Interestingly, we observe the same trend for no-PS. Participants can also make 100% positive adjustments when the amplitude of offset was large. This suggests that intentional adjustment indeed happens even if no postselection feedback is present. According to our observation, we suspect in no-PS condition, participants can still estimate, although not accurately, the touch offset according to their finger/point mapping in the mental model, especially when the amplitude of the offset was large.
Positive adjustment ratio
Finally, PS feedback consistently yields higher positive adjustment ratio across dx, and achieves 100% much faster on both sides. This provides our first quantitative evidence that participants can make more intentional adjustment with post-selection feedback.
Linear regression
We also apply linear fit to the data points. Regression results are shown in Fig. 15 . Next, we interpret the meanings of fitting parameters (slope, x-intercept and RP 2 P value) in the context of participants' adjustment behavior.
X-intercept of the regression line denotes the average dx where the positive adjustment and negative adjustment are equal. For PS feedback, x-and y-intercepts are 2.2 pixels and -2.6 pixels respectively. For no-PS, x-and y-intercepts are 8.1 pixels and -10.8 pixels respectively. Comparing these numbers to systematic offsets of endpoints (see results of Exp. 1), we see a high consistency. This suggests that participants make adjustment toward the perceived target center (the systematic offset), rather than the nominal target center, in regardless of feedbacks.
The slope of the regression lines characterizes the degree to which adjustment is made with respect to the amplitude of the offset. A slope of -1 represents ideal adjustment behavior whose average adjustment exactly compensates the offset of the very last touch trial. On the other end, a slope of 0 means the adjustment is totally random; in other words, the participant has no idea about where the target center is. In Exp. 1, for PS feedback, the slopes are -1.01 for x axis, and -0.87 for y axis; for no-PS, the slopes are much flatter, -0.21 for x axis, and -0.45 for y axis. These results show that with post-selection feedback, participants are quite aware of the target center, and thus can perform effective adjustment. For no-PS condition, the target center seems to constantly migrate during the task.
The goodness of model fit (R 2 value) is analogous to signalto-noise ratio of participants performing the adjustment movement. Again, R 2 value of PS-feedback (0.51 for x direction; 0.45 for y direction) is much higher than that of no-PS condition (0.1 for x direction; 0.22 for y direction). This result suggests that with post-selection feedback, participants make more precise adjustment than with no feedback. To our knowledge, this is the first investigation on endpoint correlation in order to provide an insight into users' touch behavior. The results can not only complement our understanding about users' touch behavior, but also potentially help researchers to develop more sophisticated movement control models of touch, and to develop target prediction algorithms by considering endpoint correlation, e.g. augmenting the spatial model of touch input in software keyboard algorithm.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigate the effects of post-selection feedback for acquiring ultra-small targets sized from 2mm-4mm. We research the effects of movement distance and target size on performance of post-selection feedback in terms of target selection time, accuracy, endpoint offset and deviation. Three experiments with increasing complexity are designed to accommodate the relevant factors, which allow us to examine the performance of post-selection feedback systematically.
The overall results show that for all target sizes and movement distances, post-selection feedback can reduce target acquisition errors by 74.2% with a compromise of target selection time no more than 10%. We also examine the effects of movement distance and target size on systematic offset and deviation of touch endpoints. Specifically, increasing movement distance will significantly but slightly reduce systematic offset, and significantly increases endpoint deviation. Increasing target size will increase endpoint deviation but will not affect systematic offset.
Moreover, we examine correlation between successive touches to research users' feedback adjustment behavior. Through proper quantification, we successfully demonstrate the presence of feedback adjustment behavior using objective measures, consolidating users' subjective feedback. Our method contrasts to previous research, which usually treated target acquisition trials in a serial task independently. We thus argue for the necessity of examining correlation between successive trials for future work to gain deeper understandings about users' target acquisition behavior.
Based on our results, we believe the benefit of postselection feedback comes from two aspects: an improved understanding about finger/point mapping and dynamic adjustment of finger movement to compensate offset.
Finally, there are a number of future directions of this work, including 1) examining the impact of feedback visualization on touch performance [18] , 2) investigating the use of postselection feedback for more realistic tasks on ultra-small devices (e.g. text entry on QWERTY keyboard), 3) comparing the performance of post-selection feedback in static and mobile environment, 4) digging into the correlation between successive touch trials to gain more understanding about human's touch behavior, and 5) researching the long-term effect of post-selection feedback for improving users' touch ability.
